.
The report synthesizes existing research with the UNU team's own assessments of the impact of projects such as Palm Jumeirah, an artificial archipelago more than 5 kilo metres wide in Dubai in the United Arab Emirates. Some 94 million cubic metres of sediment were dredged up to make the islands. Sale says that such projects are "so substantial that they have changed the ecology in ways that are only going to become clear in decades". Water around some parts of the islands can remain almost stationary for several weeks, increasing the risk of algal blooms. And although fish have colonized the new environment, they are not all the same species that were there before.
The report says that legislation and regulatory frameworks are often inadequate to properly monitor such projects. Environmental assessments that could take a year in Western nations might be done far more superficially in ten weeks in the Gulf, for example. And a lack of scientific input to the development process means that there is often little or no environmental monitoring. "There is a clear deficit, not only in the capacity but in scientific knowledge, and a limited amount of scientific data on which to base decisions, " says report co-author Hanneke Van Lavieren, a programme officer for coastal ecosystems at the UNU.
The problem is becoming increasingly urgent. The region has already lost 70% of its coral reefs since 2001, with most of the remaining reefs threatened or degraded, for example 2 . Construction of Dubai's Palm Jebel Ali, an even larger artificial archipelago, has already destroyed 8 square kilometres of natural reef, the report notes.
"All the ecological trajectories are downhill, " says Charles Sheppard, an ecologist at the University of Warwick, UK, who has studied environmental change in the Gulf . "The prognosis isn't good unless there is major change. " ■ CAS president Bai Chunli, in his speech at the NSSC inauguration, confirmed that the centre will endeavour to "deepen international cooperation", adding that "scientists from around the world will be able to access data" from the missions.
But Wu must win the confidence of potential collaborators who have been frustrated in the past by bureaucracy and delays when they tried to work with China. Indeed, several scientists interviewed by Nature for this article were unwilling to speak on the record, fearing that future partnerships with China could be jeopardized.
Some worry that the new missions, like China's space station, may be exclusively national projects. "In principle, it is relatively advantageous to European researchers to be involved in Chinese missions, " says one UK space scientist. "However, there has not yet been a Chinese mission with an instrument selection process that was open to the wider world, as opposed to 'by invitation' ."
Collaboration with scientists in the United States is certainly unlikely. That country has always vetoed Chinese participation in the International Space Station, and congressional antipathy towards China was ramped up earlier this year. In April, congressman Frank Wolf (Republican, Virginia), who chairs the subcommittee that funds NASA, modified a spending bill to prevent the agency from using federal funds on joint projects with China. But if China's planned space science missions go ahead "and the United States is locked out, it will be a huge missed opportunity", says a US-based astrophysicist familiar with Chinese science.
"China is firmly committed to upping its profile in space science, both to expand its technological base and to boost its domestic and international prestige, " says space security expert Clay Moltz of the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, California. "As long as China's economy continues to deliver strong growth, I expect space science missions will continue to expand. "
A European scientist who has worked with China's space scientists agrees that its space science will flourish, particularly as Chinese senior scientists return from research positions in the West. "In twenty years, China will be dominating the United States, " he says. "There is a sense of national urgency and dedication in China, and the rate at which they learn is phenomenal. It won't take that long. " ■ SEE EDITORIAL P.267
Problems are brewing in the still waters around the artificial Palm Jumeirah archipelago. 
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